' LET US NOW PRAISE FAMOUS MEN '
further value in discussion, he had better see the patient. After greeting the patient and making inquiry of her feelings, his examination was conducted in silence, broken only by requests to the nurses to move the patient for him to make a thorough examination. At the conclusion of the examination, once back in sister's office, Dr Guttmann looked at the registrar with a mixture of anger, frustration, and sorrow, and said, 'If I leave this woman here, she will die. I must take her to Stoke Mandeville. Get an ambulance and send her over immediately. ' Time passed, the registrar completed his orthopaedic training, becoming progressively less enthusiastic of technical surgery as time progressed, and pro gressively more interested in rehabilitation. At the conclusion of his orthopaedic training, he had the opportunity of training in rehabilitation medicine, and as his training in rehabilitation medicine and subsequent practice developed, he became progressively more interested in two subjects, the spine and paralysis. Ten years after the meeting in 1948, the man, now committed in his mind to the specialty of spinal injuries, had the opportunity to work with Dr Guttmann at Stoke Mande ville. Within a few weeks, on a ward round one Monday morning, Dr Guttmann turned to this newest member of his staff as he was walking to a bed into which a new patient had been admitted, and asked, 'Have you ever seen paraplegia from a mid-thoracic disc?' The answer, completely without search and with instant recall was, 'Yes, Sir. Just once. Mrs H -----B -----.' Dr Guttmann's expression was, at first, one of complete puzzlement, then one could see recollection flowing back. He said one word, 'You!', and opened his arms to a warm embrace.
At that moment there came the first appreciation of the degree of impact that Dr Guttmann had had on a young man 10 years earlier and of how subsequent events inexorably and inevitably led to that moment at Stoke Mandeville.
From that time it has been my pleasure and privilege to be Sir Ludwig'S pupil, to attempt to carry his work and teachings into far distant places and, another 6 years later and 12 000 miles from Stoke Mandeville, Dr Guttmann inscribed his portrait 'To my friend and colleague. ' It is my profound belief that the measure of a man is to be found in the way that his life and his work affects other people. In his work, Sir Ludwig has profoundly altered the quality of life and the expectation of life of an uncountable number of people throughout the world. He also had that divine spark of inspira tion which enabled him to do so much more than just train young doctors, but also recruit disciples.
I trust that the foregoing will explain my choice of the quotation, 'Let us now praise famous men, and our fathers who begat US'.1 I do indeed regard Sir Ludwig as my professional Father who begat me into the specialty which he so largely created. It is with a sense of immense gratitude that I recall my earliest acquain tance with Sir Ludwig and this gratitude makes me wish to recreate it for him and to share it with our colleagues. Sir Ludwig has led me to a professional life of great satisfaction and fulfilment, and it is my sincere hope that his celebration of his 80th birthday will be enhanced by this expression of gratitude and affection.
